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We consider a linear perturbation for the wave equation q U = 0 in 9 = E3 
by “repulsive” smooth potentials q(y) that are small at infinity and suitably 
small (in magnitude). We use a time-dependent approach to prove that the 
scattering operator S(q) determines uniquenes uniquely the scatterer g (at least 
in this class). Energy inequalities will play a central role in our discussion. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many mathematical models describing physical systems are governed by 
equations of hyperbolic nature. Often encountered are perturbed equations 
of the type 
in ~2 = E3, -CD < t < CO, where a(x) denotes the potential energy and 
U(X, t) the state of the system. 
Roughly speaking, the inverse scattering problem associated with an 
equation of the type (1.1) deals with all of the possible information that 
we can obtain about the dynamics of the system (1.1) by the knowledge 
of its asymptotic behavior. 
Our main interest here is to use the time-dependent approach to show 
that the scattering operator s = s(q) associated with (1.1) uniquely determines 
the scatterer, at least when q(x) is nonnegative, well behaved at infinity, 
smooth and suitably small (in magnitude) in a sense we will specify later. 
* The paper constitutes part of the author’s doctoral dissertation at Brown Uni- 
versity under the direction of Professor Walter Strauss. Research was partially sup- 
ported by the National Science Foundation under Grant GP-34322. 
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We will be working with potentials not necessarily spherically symmetric. 
In our method, energy considerations will play a central role. It will 
also be very useful to get estimates for the Riemann function associated 
with the three-dimensional (free) wave equation. 
In Section 2, we formulate and discuss, as a manner of review, the initial 
value problem by setting up the spaces in which we are going to work. 
In Section 3, we make use of the Kato-Birman invariance principle for the 
Schrodinger-type equations and a result due to Kato [9], in order to assure 
the existence and completeness of the wave operators. The inverse problem 
is formulated in Section 4, where, for purely technical reasons, we divide 
the discussion into several lemmas, dealing essentially with energy in- 
equalities and elementary estimates of the Riemann function. Several ideas 
here were borrowed from the work of Morawetz and Strauss [12]. Finally, 
in Section 5, our main result is given, namely, a uniqueness theorem for 
the inverse problem. 
Before concluding this introduction, we would like to make a few comments 
on the literature. First, the one-dimensional case has been intensely studied 
through a stationary approach by using the methods of Gel’fand-Levitan- 
Marchenko. An excellent survey in this direction is given by Faddeev [4]. 
(See also [14].) Lax and Phillips [I 1, p. 1741, present a uniqueness theorem 
for the inverse problem when they consider the wave equation in an exterior 
domain Q (with %2 smooth and bounded) whose solutions satisfy the 
boundary condition of being zero on as2. Schonbek [16] gives a result on 
inverse scattering for the Klein-Gordon equation in Es, concluding that 
for suitably small potentials qi(x), q2(x), there is uniqueness of the inverse 
problem, provided that q1 - qz is either nonnegative or nonpositive with 
compact support. In our method, we still have required the potentials to 
be small, but the other very restrictive hypotheses are unnecessary. Recently, 
Faddeev [5] outlined a nice generalization of the Gel’fand-Levitan method 
to the three-dimensional Schriidinger equation. 
2. ABSTRACT FRAMEWORK 
We shall be dealing with the problem (1.1) by employing classical Hilbert 
space theory. From here on we will assume that the real-valued function 
q(x) is nonnegative, vanishes at infinity to the order O(] x I-“) and belongs 
to L1(E3). (We denote by E 3, the three-dimensional Euclidean space; by 
L*(E3), the space of functions on E3 whose 9th powers are integrable, with 
the norm Ijflj& = s/f(x)/” dx (p 3 1); and by L"(F), the space of 
measurable, essentially bounded functions in E3 with the norm l\fl\Lm = 
ess sup If(~) Furthermore, q(x) is assumed to be continuous. 
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In the space Com(E3), i.e., C%mctions with compact support in .lP, 
we consider Dirkhlet’s norm 
where grad @ denotes the gradient of Q, and j grad Q, /a = &, / @/ax, j2. 
From here on, an integral sign to which no domain is attached will be under- 
stood to be taken over al1 space $2 = ES. Also, in COm(E3) we consider the 
potentially perturbed Dirichlet’s norm 
@ E COm(E3), II @ 11% = II @ II& + j- d4 I @(x)1’ dx. 
It is important here to observe that our assumptions on q(x) give us 
LEMMA 2.1. The norms 11 j19, and 1) 119 are equivalent. 
Proof. In fact, it is trivial that /j @ //Se < 11 Qt /jJ because q is nonnegative. 
On the other hand, since q(x) = O(j x I-“) as 1 x 1 + co, then there exist 
N, M > 0 such that q(x) < M 1 x j-2 for I x I 3 N. Thus, the integral 
sq(x) / @(x)i2 dx can be broken in two pieces. 
f d4 i @%4l” dx = ~a,sNdxf I WV dx + i,,>Nq I@ iz dx. (2.1) 
By repeated application of the Holder inequality, and then the Sobolev 
inequality, we get 
J lz!sN c?(x) I @(~)I’ dx < C 1 I grad @(x)lz dx, (24 
where C = constant (depend on q and N). 
The second integral in the right-hand side of (2.1) can be estimated by 
(2.3) 
The last inequality can be found in [3, Vol. I, p. 4461. By combining (2.2) 
and (2.3) with (2.1), the proof of Lemma 2.1 is finished. 
Now we would like to set up the spaces in which we are going to work. 
Let us denote by a0 and 9 the Hilbert spaces obtained by completion 
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of Cam(P) with respect o the norms j/ /Igo and I/ 1l9, respectively. The following 
Cartesian product spaces are considered, 
Ho = go x P(E3) H = 9 x L2(E3) 
with the standard norm. 
If (81, gd E Ho T then Ilk1 , g&, = II gl II&, + II g, Iliz . 
If (gl , g2) E H, then IlkI , a& = l/a 11% + II gz Iliz . 
Observations. (1) The space K = {(@, 4); @, # E C,,=(E3)} is dense in 
both of the Hilbert spaces H,, and H. 
(2) The operator U,,(t) defined for data f E K by 
where us denotes the solution of the free wave equation having initial data f 
at time t = 0, maps K onto K and it is an isometry. Furthermore, it is not 
difficult to show that {U,,(t), --co < t < co} has a unique extension to 
all H,, as a strongly continuous group of unitary operators. 
(3) By Stone’s theorem, there exists a unique skew-adjoint operator 
A, defined in H,, which generates U,,(t). It can be shown that A, is the 
closure of the matrix differential operator (,” i) defined originally in K. 
See [ll, p. 971. 
(4) U,,(t) when it is acting on pairs of the form (0, g(x)) has a repre- 
sentation as an integral operator with a distribution kernel R(x, t), 
[u&W, gW1, = R(x, t> *&4 = s R@ -Y, t> g(y) dy> (2.4) 
where [U,(t)(O, g(x))], denotes the first component of the pair U,(t)(O, g(x)) 
and R(x, t) is the Riemann function associated with the free wave equation. 
It is well known that R(x, t) is given by S(i x I - t)/ht for t > 0, where 
6 is the three-dimensional Dirac-delta function. 
Now, we consider the operator P: H,, + H, defined on the closed linear 
operator with domain 
9(P) = {f = (fi , fJ E H,, such that qfi gL2(E3)} 
and given by 
Pf = P(f* ?f2> = (0~ -nfd. C-w 
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A few standard results can be shown about this ‘*perturbation” operator P. 
For example, the domain of A, is contained in the domain of P and A, + P 
is skew-adjoint in HT. Furthermore, restricted to the subspace K, the operator 
A, + P coincides with the matrix differential operator (d-&.f i). Again, 
by Stone’s theorem, A, + P generates a strongly c~ti~~o~s group of ~itayy 
operators: U(t), -co < t < co. We prefer to call U(t) the solution operator 
for the perturbed wave equation (1.1). 
Remark. The above conclusions about A,, + P can be obtained under 
much weaker conclusions on q(x). In fact, what really matters is the self- 
adjointness of the operator --d + P(X). It can be shown, for example, 
that such an operator is self-adjoint provided that q(x) can be expressed 
as the sum of a bounded function and an L2(E3)-function. See [8, p. 3021. 
3. EXISTENCE AND COMPLETENESS OF THE WAVE OPERATORS: 
THE SCATTERING OPERATOR 
Consider the family of operators 
given by 
W(t): Ho -+ Ho , --co<t<oo, 
W(t) = U(4) U*(t)* 
We are interested in: (1) the existence of S-limt,*, IV(t) =I: W&4, + P, A,); 
(2) being able to define W+* W- , where W+ * denotes the adjoint operator 
ofW+; and studying the unitarity character of W+* W- . 
With the conditions that we have on p(x) it is not difficult to show that, 
in fact, (1) is true. Part (2) is quite deep and involves the so-called com- 
pleteness of W* . We give here the general definition of this concept. 
DEFINITION, Let A, and A, be two self-adjoint operators in a Hilbert 
space X (separable). Consider the spectral decomposition A, = fzm X dE&) 
and the subspace X, = (u E X such that (E,(h)u, u)~ is absolutely con- 
tinuous in h}. (We denote ( , ),r the inner product in X.) 
The wave operator (if it exists) 
W+ = W+(A, , A,) = +elimexp(itA2) exp(-itA,) 
is said to be complete if W+(X) = X, . A similar definition holds for W- . 
However, a result due to Kato [9] reduces the above problem (2) (that is, 
the completeness of W+) to that of wave operators of the Schriidinger type, 
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to which existing results may be applicable. The scattering operator S is 
now defined as 
s = w+*w- . (3.1) 
We want now to rewrite the operator S in a more convenient form which 
we will use later. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let f~ K (= Corn x Corn). Then the scattering operator (3.1) 
can be written as 
[(S - 4 Uo(t) f-WI1 = j j, --y, ,t- , & ;;: y / U(Y, 4 dS, 4 (3.2) 
--m r - s 
where f- denotes lim,,-, U,,(- T) U(T)f (x), [ I1 the Jirst component of the 
pair (S - I) Uo(t) f-(x) and u( y, s) the solution of (1.1) with initial condition 
at s = 0 equal to f. 
Proof. Let f E K. We can write 
$ Ud-0 U(t)f (9 = Uo(-t) PU(t)f (x) 
with P as in (2.5). Integration from t to T gives us 
W-0 U(t)f(x) = U,(-T) U(T)f(x) + j; U,(-s) PU(s)f(,) ds, 
and letting T -+ &co, and then, subtracting, we get 
Uo(t)f+(x) - U(t) f-(x) = jW Uo(t - s) PU(s)f (x) ds, --m (3.3) 
where f+ = limr++m U,(- T) U( T)f. H owever, by (2.4) and the explicit 
form of the Riemann function R(x, t) (X E E3), we get 
Wo(t - $1 J’WfWl~ = j,z-,,=,tMs, 4r $2, / U(Y,S) dSy> 
which together with (3.3) p roves the lemma, since SU,(t)f- = U,,(t)f+ . 
4. THE INVERSE PROBLEM 
The inverse problem has to do with the reconstruction of U(t) from 
Uo(t) and S. More precisely, the preceding section gives us a function 
!?fI q(x) -+ s 
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between certain classes of q’s and S’s The inverse problem is concerned 
with questions like: Is the above function Y one-to-one? Is it onto? Could 
we obtain the inverse map S -+p-1 p explicitly ? In the following, we present 
some lemmas in order to give a partial answer to one of these questions, 
namely, the injective character of the above function. 
We start with the standard energy conservation lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let u(x, t) be a solution of the equation 
I3 + !7(x)u = 0 in 52 = E3 
with initial conditions at t = 0 with compact support (and smooth). Then 
(a) the total energy of u is constant, i.e., 
8 II u Ilk = & 1 [I grad u I2 + I au/at I2 + q(x) I u I”] dx 
is constant; 
s Ch q(x) u2(x, t) dS < 2 ~‘2 II u11% , 
where Ch denotes any characteristic cone and dS the surface measure on Ch. 
Proof. Part (a) is a restatement that the group U(t) is unitary, which 
was already noted in Section 2. In order to show part (b), let us multiply 
the equation by tYu/at; we get 
ga/at)(l au/at 12 + q(x) 1 u 1”) - (au/at) Au = 0. (4.1) 
Also, direct computation gives us 
which together with (4.1) implies that 
1 a -- 
2 at (1 $ I2 + q(x) I u I2 + I grad u 12) = grad * (-$ grad u). (4.2) 
Now, let Ch be a characteristic cone with vertex at a point (x0, t,,). Let T 
be such that t, < T. We consider the integrals only on the upward cone 
505/20/1-x6 
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(for t, < t < T). Then integration over space-time of (4.2) and application 
of the divergence theorem gives us 
lc,, J (f [ 1% I2 + I grad u l2 + dx) I u 1~1 - & $) dS 
+JsT [~!?I’ + i grad u l2 + q(x) I u 121 dx, (4.3) 
where &/a 1 x 1 denotes the “radial” derivative (x/i x 1) . grad u, Ch, = 
surface of the upward characteristic cone (for t, < t < T) and S, = 
{(x, t), t = 7’) n {(x, t), / x - z,, 1 < t - to}. It is easy to check that 
2(&/a 1 x i)(au/at) < (au/aq2 + / grad u 12. This inequality, (4.3) and part 
(a) of the lemma gives us 
Letting T + co, and considering the other half of the characteristic cone, 
we get the desired result. 
Now we present a calculus-type lemma which will be used, together 
with the above lemma, to get estimates of the right-hand side of (3.2). 
LEMMA 4.2. Letg(x) beZong toL1(E3) n Lm(E3). Then thefunctionF(x, y) = 
1 y I-lg(x + y) defined on E3 x (II3 - (0)) is in L1(E3) (as function of y) 
and I/ F(x, *)/IL.1 d 6A3 I/ g Il;/m” /I g II;?. 
Proof. If g = 0, the inequality is trivial. If g + 0, let E > 0. Then 
/ I Y i--l I & + r)l dr = I,,sc + I,,,,. < 2~2 l/g /lLm + W> II g IlLI . (4.4) 
By choosing E = (4?r)-lj3 11 g Il$a /) g I\;:3 on (4.4) we get the desired in- 
equality. 
Observation. If we assume that g(x) belongs to L1(E3) n Lr(E3) for 
Y > 2, then we can get the estimate 
i 
/ y 1-l 1 g(x + y)l dy < (4n)1’(4--s) 3--s jl g IJ;;(4--s) /I g /I~?(4--s), t4-7 
where (l/r) + (I/s) = 1, as a similar proof to Lemma 4.2 shows. 
Now, in order to estimate the right-hand side of (3.2) in terms of the 
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norms II IILl and II IL m of p(x) and the energy of U(X, t), we define the auxiliary 
transformation 9 given by 
= & j MY + Oil 5 I) 4~ + 5, s - I 5 I> df (4.5) 
for YE E3, SEE, --co < r < s, f E E3. Here, dS denotes the surface 
measure on the sphere {z E F/j x - y 1 = s - Y}. Now we need 
LEMMA 4.3. Let u(y, s) be a solution of (1.1) with bzitiul data C,,m at 
s = 0. Then 
sup I B’“(Y, 9 e 37T-2’3 II4 II;‘-” IIq Il’,i” II24 llH * *d@ sel 
Proof. Let E > 0. The surface integral in (4.5) may be broken into 
two parts. The first part is 
<1 S--e s .r E -m IY-zI=s--T q(z) u(x, Y) dS, dr. 
An application of Schwarz’s inequality followed by part (b) of Lemma 4.1 
gives 
A < (l/c) 23’4 II q ll’,i” II24 IIH. (4.6) 
The second part is 
s 
s iI s--F Ill-zI=s--r 44 G, 7) 6) (dy (s - y)) 
s 
< (I s s-c ,*-g,=s--F q2(4 u2(z, r dsz dy)1’2 ( I8 s, _ /= _ $$5 q2 s--s z y s T 
by Holder’s inequality. Again, application of part (b) of Lemma 4.1 gives us 
s 
s (1 I cd4 uh y) dSz) & ,( 2sP2 I) q II;-” I! U !jHE? (4.7) s--6 I g-2, =s-r 
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Now, (4.6) and (4.7) with the choice of 
gives us the desired result. 
Let us recall now that because we know the existence of the scattering 
operator S associated with (1 .I), there exist two free solutions u+ and U- 
(of •~~ = 0), so-called incoming and outgoing solutions, respectively, 
with the property that 
II 11 - Kk IIH - 0 as t-+fco. 
Now we have 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let u(y, s) be a solution of (1.1) with initial conditions 
Cgm at s = 0 and energy less than one. If the scattering operator S associated 
with (1.1) is equal to the identity operator, then 
m 
IS s --m ,2--yl=,t--S, My)lI x -Y I) u-(Y, 4 4 ds 1 G 3&r-1/3 II q II;! II q ll”L/1” 
for all x E E3, t E E. Here u- denotes the corresponding incoming free solution. 
Proof. We can write u(y, s) = U-(y, s) - g!u( y, s) because of (4.5). 
Also, since we are assuming that S = I, (3.2) and Lemma 4.3 give us 
cc 
IS I 
--m ,z-~l=,t--sl MY)ll x -Y 1) QY~ 4 dSY CA 1 
< 37r-2'3 II q Il$ II q II;? J--l [,,,,;.!t-s, MYV x -Y 1) 6 ifs. (4.8) 
However, easy application of Lemma 4.2 shows that 
m 
s s (q(y)/1 x - y 1) dS, ds < 12~“” II q It;‘-” II q II;!? --m 12--U1=!t--91 
which, together with (4.8), g ives us the desired inequality. Before we state 
our main result, let us prove the next proposition, of which we will make 
use in both of our main theorems. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let F(x) be a continuous function on E3. Zf 
oc 
s 1 (F(y)/1 x -y I) u(y, s) dS, ds = 0 (4.9) --Jc - 'r-y/=lt--s/ 
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for any solution v of the free wave equation in E3 and any x E F, t > 0, then 
F= 0. 
Proof. Let y0 E Ea. Consider a sequence of (free) solutions v’(y, s), 
E > 0 with initial conditions 
vyy, 0) = 0, 
@w(Y, 0) = Q?(Y - Yoh 
where @<(y - yJ is the standard S-sequence 
@dY - Yo) -+ S(Yo) as E -+ 0, 
that is, 
@p, E Com(E3), @< 2 0, suPp~~={(5E@Il5-Yol~~E), 
and $aedy = 1. 
Now we choose x = y0 and t = 2~ in (4.9). Thus, by Huyghens’ principle, 
(4.9) now reads 
3612 
s s 
(F(y)/(2~ - s))vf(y, s)d& ds = 0. 
612 lu-I/&=%+s 
(4.10) 
Because of the continuity of F, given cI > 0, there exists a 6 = a(~,) > 0 
such that 1 F(y) - F(y,,)J < fI for / y - y,, 1 < 6. Let us consider E > 0 
in (4.10) such that 2~ < 6. Thus, let us write (4.10) in the form 
4y, 4 dS,(W~ - 4) 
3r/2 =s I,Y--YD,=2e--S(F(~~) -F(Y )(v’(Y, d/(2< - 4 dS,ds. (4.11) E/2 
Observe that (in this case) when s runs between e/2 and 3612, then y belongs 
to the surface of the spheres ) y - y. 1 < p with e/2 < p < 3~12, therefore 
1 y - y. 1 < 2~ < 8. So 1 F(y) - F(y,)l < cr. From (4.1 l), we now get 
vf(y, s) dS,(ds,‘(2c - s)) 
k/2 < El s I E/2 ,z/--y /= 0 _, VYY, 4 dS,bW~ - 4). (4.12) 2E * 
Since .tYf .f~~-~~i-~~-~ vE(y, s) dS,(ds/(ZE - s)) is strictly positive, because 
we have chosen the initial data for vc and er > 0 arbitrarily, (4.12) completes 
the proof of the proposition. 
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5. MAIN RESULT: A UNIQUENESS THEOREM 
In this section we introduce a norm 111 11 given by 
where IL is any smooth free solution of the wave equation with norm 
(energy) equal to 1. 
Observe that Proposition 4.5 completes the proof that l/i II/ is a norm. 
Now, in the case S = I = identity operator, the conclusion of Corollary 4.4 
reads 
/II 4 Ill G 367~-l’~ II 4 II;‘-” II 4 II;? (5.1) 
This inequality gives us a good idea about uniqueness in the inverse problem 
for small potentials q(x). In fact, suppose we have a fixed function p,,(x) 
that satisfies all of our previous hypotheses; let us consider the function 
Q~(x) = &,(x), X > 0, and plot this in (5.1) (assuming all hypotheses in 
Corollary 4.4 are satisfied). We will get 
Ill qo Ill < P236~-1’3 II qo II:‘-” II qo IIF; (5.2) 
therefore, as /\ + 0 we must have the left-hand side equal to zero, i.e., 
qo = 0. 
From (5.1), we immediately get 
THEOREM 5.1. Let q(x) satisfy all hypotheses given in Section 2. If q f 0 
with 111 q /II = 1 and 11 q$$ I/ qjlL/l” =C A3/36, then S cannot be the identity 
operator. 
Simple modifications of the above theorem can be made, for example, 
THEOREM 5.2. Let q(x) satisfy all hypotheses given in Section 2. Then 
there exists a positive number y. such that whenever we jix a function h: E+ + 
E+ = [0, CD), strictly increasing continuous with h(A) < yo2 for 0 < A < CO, 
S(h(A) q(x)) cannot be the identity operator. 
Proof. We choose y. > 0 such that 
3~k-l’~ II q @ II q I~$0 = Ill q II. 
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Then, if for some 0 < h = h, < co, we have S(h(A,)q) = 1, then Corollary 
2.1.4 gives us 
which leads to yo2 < A(/\,), and this is a contradiction. 
Finally, we have 
THEOREM 5.3. Let q1 and q2 be spatial potentials satisfying all hypotheses 
in Section 2. S(q,) and S(q,) denote the scattering operators associated with 
q u + qlu = 0 and q u + qzu = 0, respectively. If ql(x) # q2(x) for some 
xEE3withIjIql-q2j11 =land 
II 41 II:? II 41 II;? + II q2 IiF II qz II;? < n1’3/36> 
then S(qJ f S(q2). 
Proof. In fact, by (3.2), we can write 
(s(%) - I) u-(x, t> = f-t j-W - Y, t - 4 e(y) uj(y, 4 dy ds, 
j = 1, 2. Here ui denotes a smooth solution of q u + qju = 0. Suppose 
that S(q,) = S(qJ. Then it follows from the above equality that 
m s s R(x - Y, t - s)Cqdy) u,(Y, 4 - qdy) u,(Y, 41 dr ds = 0. (5.3) -cc 
Also, since uj(y, s) = u-(y, s) - B&y, s), j = 1,2, where, of course, 
Wjf (Y, S) = Sp, /R(Y - z, S - Y) qj(x) f (z, r) dz dr, 
we obtain from (5.3) the inequality 
/ f-1 j-l&-{ I-lMY) - PdY)) u-(y, 4 dsv ds /
G 367~-~‘~(11 q1 iI;2 II q1 II;? + II q2 I@ II q2 ll;?l”, II * lIH (5.4) 
because of the inequalities in Lemma 4.3 and Corollary 4.4. Further- 
more, by taking u such that I/ u /Ix < 1 and since we are assuming that 
Ill ql - q2 III = 1, we get from (5.4) 
nT36 ,< II ql II;2 II 41 ll”L6 + II qz IlEg II qz II;? 
which is a contradiction. Thus, we must have S(q,) # S(q,). 
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
(1) Estimates similar to the ones given in Section 4 still work for the 
Klein-Gordon equation q u + m2u + +)u = 0 in E3, m > 0. The Riemann 
function R(x, t) associated with q u + m2u = 0 is [3, Vol. II, p. f&5] 
J+., t) = 80 x 1 - t) 
4%-t 
+ me(x, t) JlW2 - I x 12Y2) 
(P - / x /y/2 (6.1) 
for t > 0, where 0(x, t) = {i; j$: and J1 = -jil’ is the Bessel function 
of 1st order. The smoothness of the second term on the right-hand side 
of (6.1) allows us to handle this case in a fashion similar to the one used 
in Section 4. 
(2) Suppose we consider a fixed function Q~(x) with all hypotheses in 
Section 2. For h’s in [0, co], we can define the function h -+@ S(h) where 
S(X) denotes the scattering operator associated with q u + Xq,,(x)u = 0. 
It is conceivable and natural to expect that Qj should be very smooth (and 
probably analytic). For example, by combining Lemmas 3.1 and 4.3, it 
can be easily shown that 
where u- is an incoming free solution. 
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